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andreas vip 2012. I Will It.Wreckage of Korean Airplane Found near

Malaysia SEOUL — Official sources in South Korea said Saturday that
wreckage of a passenger plane that crashed in a remote area of Malaysia

was found after two days of searching by local authorities and a U.S. navy
search aircraft. The wreckage is about 2.5 miles from where Malaysia

Airlines Flight 17 crashed Thursday night near the border of Malaysia and
the Indonesian province of Kalimantan, a sparsely populated area known

for its remote jungles and vast swamps. "The black box flight data
recorder, the seat inflatable-air bags, food carton and other wreckage have

been found," one official said at a briefing. He declined to be named
because of the sensitivity of the matter. Another official confirmed the

find, saying "the wreckage was on the surface of a jungle and is about 2.5
kilometers from the place where the plane crashed." Both officials spoke
on condition of anonymity because they weren't authorized to speak to the

press. Maj. Gen. Ahmad Kamarudin, director general of Malaysia's air
force, told a news conference Friday that a U.S. navy P-8A Poseidon

aircraft was searching for the wreckage and had found it. Officials said it
was unclear how long the search would take, noting it was in a "remote"

location. Nobody on the flight survived. The Federal Aviation
Administration and Boeing had no immediate comment. Both Malaysia

Airlines and Boeing conduct regular training flights in the area where the
plane crashed. Malaysian acting transport minister Hishammuddin Hussein
said Thursday that Flight 17 was being investigated as a possible terrorist

attack. If confirmed, it would be the first such incident involving Malaysia
Airlines. The multinational airliner has a spotless safety record and has an
excellent safety record in the Asia-Pacific region, where it provides direct

flights from Australia to Europe and Asia. The plane had been en route
from Amsterdam to Kuala Lumpur, the capital of Malaysia. The airline

said on
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